
The Book of Ruth - Chapter 3: Faithful Love
There is a time for waiting and a time for action. Back in chapter one, we observed that the sliver of hope
might be for Ruth to marry. Naomi sees the opportunity and instructs Ruth to take action.

There is an intimate exchange of hope and love, with both having something to gain and lose. Ruth seizes the
moment to explain her hope of marriage and protection, this is a bold and hugely unconventional move. She
points out that Boaz is their “guardian-redeemer”.

We then discover that “there is another who is more closely related”. We must hold our breath for the outcome
of this.

The words used in the exchange between Ruth and Boaz, and as they start to voice their intentions and
feelings towards each other, shows again that God is present and at work in the story.

IN

- Share some examples of when you have experienced loving-kindness from other people

UP

- What stands out to you in this chapter?
- Consider the clues the story has given about the character of Ruth and Boaz, their prospects and

security, and their faith in God. What is your mental image of the kind of people they are?
- There is a debate among some readers as to whether Ruth uncovering Boaz’ feet, or her lying next to

him is a euphemism for something more; most others take the text on face value and suggest that this
is unfounded speculation. What do you think? How does the text and context support your view?

- Boaz speaks of Ruth as having shown great kindness now and earlier. The Hebrew word used for
kindness here is linked to sacrificial loyalty and faithfulness. Many commentators think that this is a
reference to Ruth’s ongoing kindness to Naomi. What does this comment tell you about Ruth and
Boaz and their developing character’s and relationship?

- Looking at the story so far… where do you see God at work in the lives of Ruth, Naomi and Boaz?

OUT

- The story speaks of Ruth’s need for a “guardian-redeemer” - someone who can rescue, protect and
give security. How easy/hard do you find trusting in Jesus as your guardian-redeemer?


